
SAMPLE QUESTIONS  Grades 5 – 6 ( CATEGORY 4) 

 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

1. Choose the correct answer.  

a) It is Tuesday and it’s a sunny day. 

b) It is a Tuesday and it a sunny day. 

c) It’s Tuesday and its a sunny day. 

d) It is Tuesday and it’s a sun day. 

 

2. Choose the correct answer.  

a) This Friday is a snow day. 

b) This Friday is a snowy day. 

c) This Friday’s a snow days. 

d) This Friday is a day snowy. 

 

3. Choose the correct answer.  

a) Does she get up at 10 o’clock every 

morning? 

b) Does she gets up at 10 o’clock every 

morning? 

c) Do she get up at 10 o’clock every 

morning? 

d) Does she getting up at 10 o’clock every 

morning? 

 

4. Choose the correct answer.  

____ your friend _________ English well? 

a) Does / speak 

b) Does / speaks 

c) Do / speak 

d) Do / speaks 

 

5. Choose the correct answer.  

a) Does she like milk with tea? 

b) Does she likes milk with tea? 

c) Do she likes milk with tea? 

d) Likes she milk with tea? 

 

6. Choose the correct answer.  

Our best friend _______ in New York City. 

A) Live   B) lives 

C) living   D) livings 

 

7. I don’t _____ a problem with this 

exercise. 

A) has   B) to have  

C) have   D) has got 

 

8. A: _____ she _____ a new job? 

    B: Yes, she does. 

A) Has / got  B) Does / got  

C) Does / *   D) Does / have 

 

9. Hello! My ………. Maria. I…….._ ___ 

Mexico. 

A) name is / from am   

B) is name / from am 

C) name is / am from  

D) name am / is from 

 

9. In winter Sheila …………. skiing and in 

summer ……….. tennis. 

 A) makes / plays  B) goes / plays 

 C) does / plays  D) starts / * 

 

10. She ………… from America. 

 A) don’t comes  B) doesn’t come 

 C) doesn’t comes  D) does comes 

 

12.  What ……. Dick and Tom like ……_? 

A) do / doing  B) doing / *  

C) do / do   D) does / doing 

 

13. His father …….., but Bill’s father ……. 

smoke. 

A) smokes / don’t  B) smokes / doesn’t 

C) smoke / don’t  D) smokes / isn’t 

 

14. I _____ English, Russian, and 

Romanian, but I _____ Chinese. 

A) speak / don’t speak   

B) speaks / speak 

C) speaks / speaks   

D) speaks / don’t speak 

 

 



SAMPLE QUESTIONS  Grades 5 – 6 ( CATEGORY 4) 

 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

15. What color do you want? 

A) It is blue. 

B) Have you got a large one. 

C) Red please 

D) 2kg Apple please 

 

 16. WWW stands for? 

Answer -  

17. Identify the scientist. 

        

Answer :  

18. What is the value of Pi? 

Answer :  

19. She……reading a letter ….._ bed 

now. 

Answer :     

 

20.  Mrs. Steele ……(talk) to her boss. 

I’ll tell her you phoned. 

 

Answer :   

21. Put the words in the correct order to 

make sentences 

expressions |one of the |of love| greatest| 

respect is 

 

22. Put the words in the correct order to 

make sentences 

be your | but |be yourself, |self| best 

23. Put the words in the correct order to 

make sentences 

to you |perfect |everything |at the | will 

come| time 

24. Put the words in the correct order to 

make sentences 

people |happiness |good |you | give 

25. Put the words in the correct order to 

make sentences 

exam |is the| difficult | life| most 

 


